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Hydronic systems
HPT accessories

* WARNING: If the system operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, the pump alternation is not guaran-
teed by the standard group. In this case, we recommend the use of this accessory.

Programmable timer for alternating pumps
In the dual pump configuration, the timer can be used to handle alternating pump operation at spec-
ified time intervals. Without the timer, the alternating pump operation occurs at each startup of the 
group. Default alternation every 48 hours programmable.

��erential pressure switch
Security device that allows you to verify that there is flow inside the system. The device generates an 
alarm signal but does not automatically stop the machine.

Code Description Price

838081104X TIMER OPTION 48H 

Code Description Price

838081000X DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SWITCH

Code Description Price

838080917X ANTIVIBRATION FOR HPT 300/500

838080936X ANTIVIBRATION FOR HPT 750/1000

838080938X ANTIVIBRATION FOR HPT 1500/2500L

Anti-vibrating feet
Set of anti-vibrating feet to be placed on the machine's support points. The feet are supplied disassembled.

Inverter (special version) 
Each pump can be operated by an inverter. The units equipped with inverters have a pressure sensor, 
0-10 bar, which communicates with the inverter with 4-20 mA signal. All adjustment parameters are 
pre-loaded during the test run at the company. The user must choose only the desired set point pres-
sure value.
see page: 133

Antifreeze electric resistance kit (special version)
The kit, mounted inside the tank, consists of an electrical resistance of 1300 W for dimensions up to 
1000 l and two 1300 W electric resistors for larger dimensions. The kit also includes a bi-thermostatic 
antifreeze adjustment (-35 / + 35 ° C) and is supplied assembled, wired and tested.
see page: 133

Soundproof coating (special version)
The soundproofing is available, which attenuates the sound level of the machine significantly.
see page: 133

https://www.fiorini-industries.com/
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Hydronic systems
HPT accessories

Filter (special version)
Mesh filter, with 1000 micron holes, can be placed outside the unit to protect the pumps from any im-
purities in the equipment.
see page: 133

Balancing valves (special version)
Valve can be connected externally to balance the flow within the circuit. 
see page: 133

Wooden box packing (special version)
Extra protective packing suitable for risky and long-distance transport.
see page: 133

Tailored connections
From Threaded to Flanged/Victaulic Standard see page: 132
Special version for larger size, flanged victaulic in various materials see page: 133
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